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Appendix t o HFR Repor t No. 89 d a t e d Feb . 4 , 1981 : CONSEQUENCES OF CORROSION OF

THE HIGH FLUX REACTOR CHANNELS DISCLAIMER

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the United States
Government. Neither the United States Government nor any agency thereof, nor any of their
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ence herein to any specific commercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark,
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* * INTRODUCTION mendation, or favoring by the United States Government or any agency thereof. "n.<- views

and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or reflect those of the
United States Government or any agency thereof.

The previous study (EB/od-81-89) demonstrated that the embritt lenient of the AG3

NET [alloy] itself does not constitute a fact that is apt to change noticeably

the safety status of the High Flux Reactor defined in the Safety Report and

that the material, despite the fact that its plastic defonnability is consider-

ably reduced, is compatible with the conditions of its use in the reactor.

However, the effects of corrosion could increase the probability of failure

compared to new material.

Although the case of loss of seal of a channel is an incident that was taken

into account in the safety analysis and although the provisions made to this

end have beem operational since the reactor was placed in service (see

Paragraph 264.2.4. of the Safety Report), it appears useful to evaluate the

consequences of an incident of this sort for the reactor and for the sur-

rounding experimental zones.

Given the fact that this evaluation is a supplement to the study mentioned

above, the sections describing the equipment in question and the conditions of

its use have not been repeated here.
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2. LOSS OF SEAL

Local corrosion, specifically pitting corrosion, can reach proportions such

that the material that is sound in its depths no longer has the required

mechanical strength to external pressure. The leak resulting from the forma-

tion of a hole would be a slow one, possibly evolving over time. However, the

filling rate of the channel would be so slow that the phenomenon can be con-

sidered as quasi-static.

On the other hand, development of a large number of pits and/or corrosion

affecting a considerable portion of the surface could weaken the channel wall

so that buckling of the channel under the effect of external pressure becomes

a possibility.

In that case, the resulting leak would be fast, considering the large cross-

section of the passage. The filling rate of the channel in question would be

such that non-static flow effects would have to be taken into consideration.

2.1. Slow Leak

Figure 3 shows the equipment of an exiting beam horizontal channel with a plug

unit and a collimator/entry window equipped with a housing and a safety valve.

The channel/housing unit delimits a space closed by the exit window that

assures containment on the experimental side.
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In case of a slow leak, heavy water goes from the reflector can (pressurized to

4 bars) into the channel held under helium pressure and flows towards the low

point.

When the quantity of heavy water contained in the channel has become sufficient

to enter into contact with the leak detection sparking plug, a signal is given

that automatically provokes closing of the safety valve.

When it [the safety valve] closes, the totality of the leakage water remains

contained in the channel and contamination does not escape into the

experimental zones located around the reactor. The exit membrane constitutes a

material barrier between the safety valve and the experimental zones and

considerably decreases the risk of the leakage water leaving the leaking

channel.

In the case of inside use channels, the channel containment A and the source

changer containment C (see Fig. 4) are held at low pressure (approximately 3

torrs) or under vacuizs (approximately 10"E torrs).

The beginning of a slow leak would be accompanied by a pressure rise, since the

steam pressure of the water is higher than the pressure level in the channel.

When the channel pressure becomes compatible with the presence of liquid water,

the sequence of events will be similar to that described for the exiting beam

channels. However, it should be noted that, in this case, it is the source

changer containment that reinforces the action of the safety valve in

containing the leakage water.
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2.2. Fast Leak

The maximum leak to be taken into account takes place after a channel failure

opening a passageway that corresponds to the cross-section of the front part of

the channel.

The slow leak could be considered as a quasi-static phenomenon. The fast leak

would happen so fast and the flow rates would be so great that the dynamic

effects must be taken into account.

2.2.1. Helium Filled Channels [1]

Consider the case of failure leading to the maximum of dynamic effects:

The reactor is operating normally. The heavy water pressure around the channel

is held at 4 bars absolute. The channel is under helium pressure. The failure

suddenly opens the cross section of the front part of the channel at the level

of the connection between the ferrule and the thin bottom. The heavy water

enters the channel in the form of a "piston" accelerated by the pressure dif-

ferential between the inside and outside of the channel.

The volume of heavy water entering the channel is taken into the reflecting

can, which causes a pressure drop in the primary circuit corresponding to

approximately 1 bar per 12.5 liters of water [2], which immediately causes the

safety rods to drop by exceeding the "minimum high pressure" set point (see

paragraph 267.3 of the Safety Report), then cancels.
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Because the pressurizing pumps are operating, the channel pressure reaches 4

bars, which is compatible with the strength of the housing (see paragraph 234-1

of the Safety Report).

Consequently, for the housing/safety valve/exit window unit, the large leak can

be assimilated to the case examined previously for the slow leak, given the

absence of quick dynamic effects (see 2.1.) at this level.

2.2.2. Channels at partial pressure or in vacuum [3]

The inside use channels are kept at partial pressure or in a vacuum.

We have limited our study to the case of channel H9 which is the only channel

of this type to have shown signs of corrosion.

The wave that develops after rupture of the channel goes through the colli-

mator/plug unit. It is absorbed by the presence of the cart locked in the

channel and arrives in the sealed source changer containment (see figure 4)

before the safety valve closes. However, all of the leakage water remains

contained in the source changer without escaping into the experimental zones.

The pressure drop due to the filling of the source changer leads to the shut-

down of all of the cooling pumps and to change over to cooling the reactor by

natural convection.
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3. CONCLUSION

The effects of corrosion can increase the probability of the channel losing its

seal. In case of a slow leak, the phenomena happening can be considered as

quasi-static. The closing of the safety valve takes place even before the leak

water reaches the level of the exit window.

In case of a fast leak in the case of helium filled channels, the dynamic

effects are limited to the front part of the plug. As for the back part of the

plug and the housing/safety valve unit, the consequences of a fast leak can be

assimilated to those of a slow leak.

The action of the safety valve is reinforced by the exit window.

On the other hand, the fast leak in the case of channel H9. although contained

in the source changer, leads to change over to natural convection.
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